








[1844-04-09; folded, sealed letter from Christopher Hall, addressed “Capt. Prince S. 
Crowell, Care Mess. S. & J. P. Whitney & Co, of Ship Ellen Brooks, New Orleans”:] 

             East Dennis  9th april 1844 
Capt Prince S Crowell 

Dear Sir 
   I wrote you a few days Since that I would give you a full acct of our 
paper & Salt factory and I Say in the onsett I regret very much that I have to 
detail such a miserable acpt    in the first place the paper mill; you are 
aware was bought into by Simeon Higgins and Edson to the amt of 23 
Shares, and they with Barker Crocker held the balance of power and at the 
last meeting determined to lead us wherever they thought proper    We could 
not get a Vote to Stop her or in Short to do any thing but run her so as they 
Could have a Chance to sponge us to the amt of 2 or 3 thousand as the 
other agent had done.   we however after some pretty sharp discussion got a 
Vote to sell the whole Concern at auction which was done on the 21 March 
1844, and the Chatham owners together with the yarmouth and ourselves 
bid $500,00 for the whole concern – to take all the paper and stock and 
assume all the debts, and it was Ruscked[?] of to us, and we have Stopped 
the Creature [over page] and assessed ourselves an amt Sufficient to pay 
Evry debt, say 63 dollars pr Share.   for 25 shares your part of Course is 
only .$.315.00. and we Estimate we have property Enough to pay us back 
the assesment & have the machinery & Beach Grass left, and there is some 
probabillity of letting the mill for something.   those Chathamers & 
yarmouthites tow the mark like Heros    I must drop this or I Shall not have 
room to give you acct of of [sic] Salt facty –  
  Mr. Shiverick ground on Salt about 4 Months or untill he ground all that 
was in Boston and got one Cargo from N York or Say, 1500. barrels, but in 
the first place he got Most horibly deceaved in power of the mill.   he 
suposed when he rented her that he should make 3 or 4 dollars in Ry or 
Corn, but soon found that he Scarcely had power to grind Salt and that he 
Could do nothing grinding Corn. 
  however after he had ground up all his Salt, & found out that he Could 
not grind Corn without loosing Considerable more than the rent he Shut her 
up, and by Enquiring he thought he Could buy the Engine for what a[n]y 
two men might Say it was worth, to take out of the mill & Sell for Cash, and 
he Came home [next page] to Consult me upon the subject and he said he 
had made Enquiry and was sure that no person would prize it in that way 
for more than. fm. 550. to .650. dollars.    if that was the Case I thought it 
much better to purchase as no no [sic] Salt would likely be in for 5 or six 
months and owner of the building would stop the rent whenever the Engine 
was taken out    I figured it thus. 
       Cost of Engine        650.00 
       Stop the rent of Engine & building 377.00 
                   273.00 



which would bring the Engine to us very cheap    but when he went to 
Boston & got the Refferees to Sit upon it they some how misunderstood the 
way in which they were to prise it and prised it for what it was worth and 
brought in .$1070.50.   he sent for me post haste    I went but found by 
Cunsulting a lawyer that there Verdict was binding notwithstanding one of 
them said he misunderstood Mr. Shiverick in the way it was to be prised    
we however talked loud & pretended we would Stead a suit at law and finaly 
got of 90 dollars –    there is lately more demand for his Salt & we think we 
shall be able to Continue to good advantage yet.   there is no doubt but we 
can make money [over page] and I think when it is known we Shall find 
ready Sale for as much as we Can grind.   but that is yet all Conjecture, & 
only Judge from what Evry one Says they like it thus far much, but if we do 
no more at the buisness we Shall Certainly loose Money. 
             C  H 
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